Abstract In order to enhance the NC programming efficiency and quality of aircraft structural parts (ASPs), an intelligent NC programming pattern driven by process schemes is presented. In this pattern, the NC machining cell is the minimal organizational structure in the technological process, consisting of an operation machining volume cell, and the type and parameters of the machining operation. After the machining cell construction, the final NC program can be easily obtained in a CAD/CAM system by instantiating the machining operation for each machining cell. Accordingly, how to automatically establish the machining cells is a key issue in intelligent NC programming. On the basis of the NC machining craft of ASP, the paper aims to make an in-depth research on this issue. Firstly, some new terms about the residual volume and the machinable volume are defined, and then, the technological process is modeled with a process scheme. Secondly, the approach to building the machining cells is introduced, in which real-time complement machining is mainly considered to avoid interference and overcutting. Thirdly, the implementing algorithm is designed and applied to the Intelligent NC Programming System of ASP. Finally, the developed algorithm is validated through two case studies.
Introduction
Since the emergence of CNC technology, NC programming has been playing a significant role in the manufacture of complicated products, especially in NC machining of aircraft structural parts (ASPs). Due to the increasing requirements of the aircraft performance, integrated structural forms are employed in a large number of ASPs, which causes the ASPs to have more features, become bigger in size and more complicated. Consequently, NC programming of the new ASPs which have not been programmed usually takes much longer time by using a CAD/CAM system. In some cases it may even account for 50%-70% of the entire production cycle of the part. Therefore, it is urgent to improve the automatic level of NC programming.
Intelligent NC programming is the latest programming technology which can greatly improve the NC programming efficiency. Hence, it attracts more and more attention in academia and industry. The past studies were mostly based on feature technology. [1] [2] [3] Meanwhile, some intelligent technologies were introduced into NC programming, such as artificial intelligence, 4 knowledge engineering, 5, 6 expert systems, 7 and artificial neural networks. 8 In general, machining features are recognized first during the automatic NC programming process. And then machine tools, cutting tools, [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] fixtures, machining operations, 14, 15 etc. are selected according to the geometric elements of the machining features. Afterwards, the final machining chain is generated after comprehensive optimal machining sequencing. [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] Based on this, the machining process files including machining operations in the CAD/ CAM system are automatically created. Finally, the tool path is computed for each machining operation and the NC code obtained by post processing.
According to the above automatic NC programming mode, several studies were published on the subject of NC programming for ASP. Feng 22 proposed a preliminary rapid NC programming system for aircraft frame parts based on features. The system consisted of four modules including pretreatment, feature recognition, process decision making and tool path generation. The algorithms for generating tool paths for the rib and side corner features of an ASP were mainly discussed. But how to recognize the rib and side corner was not involved. Hu 23 extended the system framework by adding a process resource management module. In addition, how to rapidly make the NC programming for the pockets of ASPs was primarily researched. The method divided pockets into three types of sub-features, namely bottom sub-feature, flank sub-feature and corner sub-feature. And then the algorithms for computing the tool path of the sub-features were presented. Besides, in order to improve the NC programming efficiency for the rib features of ASPs, Tan 24 summarized the NC programming craft of the ASP rib features and presented a feature recognition base on graph and process knowledge to implement the automatic NC programming for rib features. These researches have improved the NC programming efficiency for some typical features of ASPs, whereas an integrated NC programming for all machining features was not involved. Additionally, a programming process completely based on machining features tends to result in interference and overcutting without considering the residual volume in the machining process. Moreover, process decision making through machining feature sequencing using genetic algorithm 25 and knowledge reasoning 26 is embedded in the automatic NC programming process. But it is generally difficult to reflect the programming thoughts of programmers. What is more, the machining feature sequencing remains a hard problem for NP. It will take a long time to plan the NC process considering the machine tool, working orientation, tool, etc. Therefore, although these studies have made some progress, there still exist the following problems: (i) Most of the studies are limited to deal with prismatic parts; (ii) It is difficult to express the ideas of a programmer; (iii) Process planning is complicated; (iv) It is hard to avoid interference and overcutting.
In order to solve these problems, we propose an intelligent NC programming pattern driven by process schemes based on a generalized pocket model, and established a process scheme model and NC machining chain. 27 In the machining chain, the machining cell is the minimal organizational unit composed of an operation machining volume cell (OMVC), 27 and machining operation type and the machining operation parameters required by the related machining operation in the machining process, such as pocket, profile, drill, etc. After the construction of all machining cells, the NC program in the CAD/ CAM system can be generated by instantiating the machining operations appointed by the type and setting the parameters into the machining operation for each machining cell. Accordingly, how to build the NC machining cell is the key issue in this programming pattern. The principle and method to solve this problem is discussed in this paper. Besides, in order to avoid interference and excessive cut in the machining process, an approach to establishing a machining cell based on the residual volume is put forward.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, some new terms and theorems related to residual volume are defined. Then the technological process for generating a machining cell automatically is described. Section 3 proposes an approach to constructing a machining cell, in which realtime complementary machining is mainly employed. As a result, the algorithm is designed and its application is introduced in Section 4. Finally, some conclusions for the new programming pattern are given in the last section.
Principle for the automatic construction of an NC machining cell

Terms, concepts and theorems
In order to describe the principle clearly, several new terms about the residual volume are defined. It is known to all that ASPs are usually cut in rough and finish machining stages in accordance with the generic NC machining process. In the rough machining stage of the ASP, a multi-layer 3-axis machining is mostly employed, while all of the machining modes from 3-axis to 5-axis may be applied in the finish machining stage. For most ASPs whose stocks are plates, the 3-axis machining mode usually plays an important role. Therefore, we divide the machining volume cell (MVC) 27 which is surrounded and limited by the side faces, top and bottom planes of a generalized pocket into two parts: prismatic machining volume element and surface machining volume element in the machining coordinate system (the coordinate system in all the figures). 
As shown by Fig. 1, we 
If each r i pl fulfills the following conditions: (i) Equivalent sections perpendicular to Z-axis direction: Given two arbitrary planes p 1 ; p 2 2 P ¼ pjp‚ XY and z i rt 6 z p 6 z i rb È É , two sections are obtained by creating an intersection between r i pl and p 1 , p 2 , where z p is the Z-coordinate of plane p and z p1 " z p2 . Then, a combined face domain A 1 and A 2 are generated by projecting the two sections onto the XY plane; these domains meet the expression 
Given the process conditions set in the process scheme including the machining mode (e.g., 2.5-axis machining), machining allowances (radial allowance and axial allowance), cutting tool and the volume waiting to be cut, then the ability determined by how much of the appointed volume can be cut with no interference and excessive cut is defined as the geometrical machinable capability of the tool. The volume that can be cut in the special volume is called the machinable volume denoted by v m , whose formulation is as follows:
where v is the appointed volume, f is the machining mode, d denotes the tool diameter, l is the maximal length for tool approaching, l s is the safety distance between the top plane of machining feature and bottom plane of tool handle, d a is the axial allowance, and d r is the radial allowance. Fig. 4 shows the machinable volume v m of v using a 3-axis machining mode. Additionally, the actual axial allowance d 0 a may be bigger than d a due to the shortage of the geometrical machinable capability of the tool.
Layer machinable volume element (LMVE, v pl ) and layer inner machinable volume element (LIMVE, I pl )
Based on the 3-axis NC machining mode, given machining place (such as side corner, web), cutting tool, axial allowance as well as radial allowance, the machinable volume of LRVE is called LMVE denoted by v pl with the following formulation:
where p vt is the top plane, p vb is the bottom plane, z vt and z vb are the Z-coordinates of p vt and p vb , respectively, and
rb . In addition, F v is the combined face domain by projecting this volume onto the XY plane with the following expression:
r pl is the given LRVE and r pl \ v pl = v pl . If m P 2, then v pl can be broken down into m isolated volumes which are defined as LIMVE with the following formulation:
where
pl be the LIMVEs of v pl , then they must satisfy the following expressions:
For instance, we can see the LMVE v pl removed from LRVE r pl , consisting of four LIMVEs I with the same section perpendicular to Z-direction, then the two LIMVEs should be merged to be one new LIMVE, updating the bottom plane and Z-coordinate, where 1 6 k, 1 6 g 1 6 m k , 1 6 g 2 6 m k+1 .
Actually, there are two axial layered methods cutting the LIMVE in different machining stages. One method is to first decompose LIMVE into multiple OMVCs 27 according to cutting depth, and then select a machining operation for each OMVC. The other one is to select the machining operation for each LIMVE and then set the cutting depth into the machining operation. Therefore, LIMVE can always be composed of one or more than one isolated OMVCs perpendicular to z-direction; the OMVC denoted by x can be described as
where p xt is the top plane, p xb the bottom plane, z xt and z xb the Z-coordinates of p xt and p xb respectively, and p xt ‚p xb ‚XY, z xt > z xb . Besides, f vx = f vI . Furthermore, I pl is the LIMVE to which x belongs.
Middle layer residual volume element (MLRVE, r ml )
When one OMVC is removed from PRVE, the PRVE is split to one or multiple isolated volumes by the bottom plane of OMVC. We call each of these volumes an MLRVE denoted by r ml with the same expression as Eq. (3). As shown by 
Technological process
Based on the above concepts, theorems and NC machining craft of an ASP, it is simple to break down PRVE and express it in a geometrical form. Therefore, the machining cells of PRVE can be built automatically on the basis of residual volume using a 3-axis machining mode. However, SRVE is complicated to be denoted in a geometrical form and computed. Therefore, it is complex to construct the machining cells for SRVE based on residual volume. In order to complete the machining of SRVE, we propose the approach to establishing machining cells for SRVE directly based on the geometric elements of surface features. The SRVE does not need to be calculated. The faces of fringe which belong both to SRVE and generalized pocket are directly set into the selected machining operation as driving elements to cut the SRVE. Therefore, it is easy to build the machining cells for SRVE by this approach. Consequently, we will primarily focus on how to construct the Fig. 6 Generating MLRVE by removing OMVC from PRVE. Fig. 4 Machinable volume using 3-axis machining mode. machining cells for PRVE on the basis of residual volume. Fig. 7 shows a machining step of MVC based on residual volume element, and it is denoted by s, consisting of the following processes.
(1) LMVE computation: according to the geometrical machinable capability of the cutting tool, LMVE is automatically calculated from LRVE using the 3-axis machining mode. Fig . 7 shows the computation process of OMVC in a single MVC based on the residual volume element. Additionally, the complete NC technological process from stock to part from each MVC's perspective can be seen in Fig. 8(a) . First of all, the machining volume is divided into multiple MVCs. Then, the geometric features are generated by executing several machining steps for each MVC. Finally, the part is formulated.
From the processing perspective, Fig. 8(b) reveals the actual technological process driven by a process scheme which includes the machine tool, working orientation, working procedure, working step, etc. In order to avoid interference and excessive cut, real-time complement machining is considered to justify whether there are volumes needed to be cut first based on the geometric machinable capability of the tool in accordance with the technological process. If the result is true, the machining cells will be created to remove these volumes first in the current working procedure or working step. Afterwards, machining cells for cutting the target volumes are added. Eventually, an NC program can be acquired by automatically instantiating the machining cells to machining operations in the CAD/CAM system.
Approach to building an NC machining cell
In addition to formulating the principle, how to construct the machining cells is also a key issue to be solved. The residual volume is the basic data for building the machining cells. Therefore, it needs to be calculated first. The method is as follows:
Residual volume computation
Let r be the residual volume, o be the machining operation which will participate in cutting immediately, and x be the OMVC cut by o. After removing x, a new residual volume r' is established. And x belongs to PRVE r p and LRVE r i pl .
MLRVE building
After analysis, the relationship between LRVE r i pl and OMVC x can be acquired in Table 1 
LRVE construction
In the sequence of MLRVEs r 1 ml ; r 2 ml ; . . . ; r m ml , the relationship between two neighboring MLRVEs can be revealed in Table 2 . When m is bigger than 2, several MLRVEs may need to be merged to construct LRVE for the next machining step. The method is as follows: 
Real-time complement machining
During the process of automatic NC programming, with a shortage of the geometric machinable capability of the tool or without tools matching with the generalized pocket in some working procedure or working step, the actual residual allowance of the generalized pocket after the working procedure or working step may be greater than the allowance set previously in the process scheme. These redundant volumes are machinable in the posterior working procedure or working step. Therefore, in order to avoid interference and overcutting as well as making full use of the geometric machinable ability of the tool, we propose a real-time complement machining to cut these volumes. Four types of complement machining are involved in different machining phases to accomplish the real-time complement machining.
Complement machining for no cutting in the anterior working procedure
Let g be one working orientation, k 1 , . . ., k c , . . ., k m be the sequence of working procedures under g, k c be the current working procedure. If MVC a was not cut in k (1) ,k (2) . . . ,k (n) which is the sub sequence of k 1 ,k 2 , . . . ,k cÀ1 where 1 6 n 6 c À 1, complement machining for cutting MVC a using the first tool of k c should be arranged according to the machining allowance sequence of k (1) , . . ., k (n) before k c . As shown in Fig. 9 , a 1 and a 2 is the MVC, and a 1 is the father of a 2 . In the rough machining working procedure, there is only one working step with tool t 1 which just matches with a 1 . In this working procedure, OMVC x 11 ,x 12 and x 13 are removed from MVC a 1 , but there are no volumes being removed from MVC a 2 . In the finish machining working procedure, the first working step is the web finish machining working step with tool t 2 matching with both a 1 and a 2 . Before cutting the web, a 2 needs to be cut by layered rough machining first. Fig. 9 shows that x 21 and x 22 are removed from a 2 by t 2 for complement rough machining. After that, the webs are cut by removing x 14 and x 23 from a 1 and a 2 , respectively.
Complement machining for insufficient cutting in the anterior working procedure
Let k c be the current working procedure, s 1 be the first working step using tool t 1 in k c , and k b be the anterior working procedure of k c . Given any one PRVE r 
pl using t 1 with the axial allowance and radial allowance of the last working step of k b , complement machining for removing these volumes should be appended before the current working procedure. As shown by Fig. 10 , OMVC x 11 , x 12 and x 13 are removed from MVC a in the rough machining working procedure. The residual volume is composed of LRVE r 11 pl and r 12 pl . In the finish machining working procedure, the first working step is the web finish machining working step using the tool whose diameter is smaller than the tool in rough machining with the same radial allowance. Accordingly, in order to avoid interference in web machining, x 21 , x 22 and x 23 should be cut first for complement rough machining. Finally, x 24 is removed for web machining.
3.2.3. Complement machining for no cutting in the anterior working step in the same working procedure Similar to the complement machining for no cutting in the anterior working procedure, there may be no working step for machining special MVC in the same working procedure. Under this circumstance, complement machining to cut the special MVC before the current working step should be added in the same working procedure. As seen from Fig. 11 , in the web finish machining working step, there is no tool cutting LRVE r 11 pl and r 12 pl . However, in the inner and outer shape finish machining working step, the tool matches with the MVC where r 11 pl is located. In order to implement the NC machining driven by the process scheme, OMVC x 21 is cut for web machining before removing x 22 in the inner and outer shape finish machining working step.
Complement machining for insufficient cutting in the anterior working step in the same working procedure
Let k c be one working procedure, s 1 , s 2 be the two adjacent working steps of k c with tools t 1 , t 2 respectively. Given that a is one MVC, the PRVE r p is composed of the elements in the LRVE sequence r pl using t 2 with the axial allowance and radial allowance of s 1 , complement machining for the anterior working step should be added before implementing the current working step in the same working procedure. Fig. 12 shows the complement machining for insufficient cutting in the anterior working step in the rough machining working procedure which includes two working steps s 1 , s 2 using tool t 1 , t 2 with diameter d 1 and d 2 respectively. Besides, d 1 > d 2 , and s 1 has the same axial and radial allowance with s 2 . In the working step s 1 , t 1 only matches with a 1 , and x 11 , x 12 as well as x 13 are milled. In the working step s 2 , t 2 only matches with a 2 , but x 14 , x 15 and x 16 need to be removed from a 1 before cutting x 23 and x 24 from a 2 , where a 1 is the father MVC of a 2 .
Machining cell construction
As defined above, a machining cell mainly consists of OMVC and the parameters of the selected machining operation. Accordingly, the OMVC needs to be obtained and machining operation selected for all machining cells. , where m i P j P 1, m i+1 P k P 1. , where m ij P 1, m i P j P 1, or else I i;j pl will be directly considered as OMVC. Table 3 shows the machining operations of representative working steps in the NC machining process of ASP. Pocket machining operation is usually employed in the rough and web finish machining working step, while profile machining operation is often used in the side corner finish machining working step, inner and outer shape semi-finish machining working step, inner and outer shape finish machining working step and cutting off working step. Multi-axis flank or isoparametric machining operation is applied in the fringe semi-finish machining working step or fringe finish machining working step. After selecting the machining operation type for all working steps, machining cells are constructed with the OMVC, machining operation type and the parameters, including tool parameters, cutting parameters, geometric parameters, approaching and retracting macro parameters, etc.
Machining operation and parameters
Implementation
Algorithm
Based on the principle and method presented above, an algorithm to construct the machining cells for ASP is designed. As shown in Fig. 13 , the main steps are as follows:
Step 1: Using slicing recognition 28 to identify machining features and establish a generalized pocket structural tree.
Step 2: Converting the generalized pocket structural tree to a machining volume model tree whose node is MVC. Fig. 13 Implementing algorithm flow for automatic construction of machining cell. Step 3: Selecting a process scheme template in accordance with the ASP type. Then tools for cutting all kinds of machining features are chosen by geometric reasoning. Finally, the process scheme is built by integrating the template with the tools.
Step 4: Visiting the machine tool, working orientation, working procedure, working step and cutter nodes of the process scheme in a depth-first order and computing the machining cells related with each tool. This process mainly includes the following steps:(1) Obtaining the residual volume of the last working step. (2) Building the machining cells for the current working step. For PRVE, OMVCs are computed based on the residual volume and the geometric machinable capability of the tool. And then, OMVCs are put into different categories according to the technological process. Finally, the machining cells are constructed after selecting machining operations and calculating machining parameters. However, for SRVE, the faces of the fringes and ribs are directly extracted to be the geometric elements and isoparametric or multi-axis flank machining operations are employed to generate the machining cells. (3) Calculating the residual volume of the current working step. (4) Visiting the next working step of the process scheme in order and executing step (1) until there is no working step.
Step 5: Finishing the machining cell construction.
Application
We developed the Machining Cell Automatic Construction Module with the above algorithm in an Intelligent NC Programming System for ASP based on a CATIA platform. The system has been applied to generating NC program automatically for a series of ASPs of different types, such as aircraft frame and panel. In order to clearly express the building process of the machining cell, we will take a simple part for example. In Fig. 14, this part has two MVCs. Fig. 15 reveals the process for automatically constructing the LMVEs driven by the process scheme. The machining cells are established and shown in Table 4 . Additionally, in order to validate the effectiveness and high efficiency in NC programming for ASP, one ASP is taken for instance given by Fig. 16 . This part has 128 Fig. 16 One actual aircraft panel. Table 4 The result of machining cell based on process scheme. generalized pockets, including a number of webs, side corners, etc. The machining cells generated by this programming system are displayed in Table 5 . Present researches about the rapid NC programming for aircraft structural parts mostly focus on typical features of ASP [22] [23] [24] and it is difficult to generate an NC program for all the features of ASP as a whole. This is why Intelligent NC Programming Systems for ASP have not yet been released in the market. So we cannot conduct NC programming by using these systems and we can only make a comparison with interactive programming. Compared with the interactive programming based on CATIA system, the use of our system decreases 86.04% of programming time, as revealed in Table 6 . In addition, there is no interference and overcutting occurring in the machining process. Moreover, programmers can make NC programming according to their thoughts by establishing or modifying the process scheme and the programming result can entirely conform to the technological requirements.
Conclusions
(1) Several new concepts and theorems are presented for the first time about the residual volume which is the base for generating the NC program accurately in any state of the technological process. In addition, some new terms related to machinable volume are proposed according to the geometric machinable capability of the tool. These basic definitions form one universal concept system which can be employed in the automatic programming of other complicated products. (2) Based on the residual volume, the principle and method are proposed for the automatic construction of a machining cell driven by a process scheme in the intelligent programming pattern. This programming pattern and method are in agreement with the programmers' habits. Their programming thought can be adequately reflected.
(3) The real-time complement machining presented on the basis of the process scheme can avoid interference and excessive cutting in the machining process. Besides, it is only necessary to sort the machining cells in a single working step in accordance with the technological process. Therefore, the complexity of machining sequencing is decreased to a great extent. (4) Although this paper mainly discusses the machining cell construction for a prismatic machining volume element, how to build machining cells for a surface machining volume element is also involved. Accordingly, NC programming for complicated ASP with complex surface features can be achieved. (5) The application demonstrates that the programming efficiency and quality for ASP can be greatly enhanced with the principle and method proposed in this paper. 
